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Defence Trade Cooperation Treaty

• Designed to allow easier access to US Defence
goods/technology and improve interoperability.

• Creates a framework for transferring certain controlled 
goods without applying for export licences, within an 
Approved Community of AU and US members.

• Provides an export licence exemption for controlled 
goods.

• Implemented in Australia through the Defence Trade 
Controls Act 2013 and in the US through §126.16 of the 
ITAR.
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Presentation Notes
BackgroundThe Treaty Between the Government of Australia and the Government of the United States of America Concerning Defense Trade Cooperation was signed in September 2007 and entered into force after an exchange of diplomatic notes on 16 May 2013.  The Treaty and its Implementing Arrangement contain full detail on the structure of the Treaty. In brief, the Treaty creates a framework for transferring certain controlled goods between members of an “Approved Community” (which includes Australian and US members) in support of approved projects and programs and without applying for individual export permits.This avoids the administrative delays sometimes caused by the current export licensing process and the need for Australian industry to have a US industry partner to obtain the necessary United States Government export authorisations.The Treaty is implemented in Australia through the Defence Trade Controls Act 2012 and the Defence Trade Controls Regulation 2013 and implemented in the US through S126.16 of the ITAR.Defence is part of the Australian Community – includes all Defence facilities. Several other Commonwealth agencies are included in the Australian Community. Private companies can apply to join the Australian Community.The US Government is part of the US Community and those US companies registered with State as exporters of controlled goods are also members. The Australian Community and United States Community, incl. government and private facilities, are administered by their respective Governments.Defence is the lead agency for the Australian Community and manages Australian Community membership, compliance and approved Intermediate Consignees.



Treaty vs Licence System 

• Treaty
– Use without applying 

or waiting for approval 
- important when 
bidding on contracts.

– Known scope and 
conditions.

– Authorisation allows 
you to broaden scope 
of activities through 
project.

– Valid indefinitely.

• Licence (e.g. TAA)
– Apply and wait for 

approval.

– Wait to see what is 
approved and what the 
conditions are.

– Limited to what is 
applied for - any 
amendments require 
further approval.

– Valid for a limited time.
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Using the Treaty vs using the existing licence systemThere are several basic differences between the existing licence system and the Treaty arrangements.To receive a licence, such as a TAA,  an application must be submitted and the applicant waits to see if the application has been approved. If an approval is granted, it does not always provide permission for everything that was applied for, or may contain conditions that restrict the expected activity. The approval is also limited to what was applied for and any chnages or widening of the activity scope will generally require amendments or further approvals. At this stage, most licence approvals are only valid for a defined time, i.e. they have an expiry date.For all the Treaty eligible activities involving eligible goods and technologies, there is no need to apply for or wait for an approval and the conditions are already known. The Treaty allows for widening of the scope of activities within the project as long as Treaty requirements remain met. There is no expiry on Treaty validity.



Eligibility

• Transfers can only occur between AU and/or US 
Approved Community members, using an approved 
Intermediate Consignee.

• Goods must be Treaty eligible (see Defence Trade 
Cooperation Munitions List).

• Transfer must be in support of an eligible activity -
Australian Government End-Use, AU-US Cooperative 
Programs, Combined Operations & Exercises or US 
Government End Use Projects Lists.
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Scope of the TreatyThere are three scope requirements to using the Treaty.Exporting within the Approved CommunityExports using the Treaty must be between members of the Approved Community.  The Approved Community consists of an Australian Community and United States Community, with government agencies and approved industry members in both communities.  Each community is managed by the respective government.  Joining the Approved Community is voluntary,  does not limit dealings with non-Treaty members in any way and does not affect existing license arrangements already in place.  In addition, companies can operate under both the Treaty and existing export controls systems as their business requires. US Community members can use the TRS Australian Community Identification (ACID) lookup tool to confirm Australian Community membership is current.Eligible Defence ArticlesThe particular articles being exported must be eligible for the Treaty.  Articles listed in section 121.1 of the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) (the United States Munitions List) are eligible for transfer under the Treaty.  S126.16 of ITAR provides the Treaty exemption and includes a supplement that lists technologies exempt from transfer under the Treaty.  Transfers that would include technology that is exempted must be exported under the existing license arrangements.  The number of technologies listed is expected to decrease as confidence in the Treaty develops.  Australia has developed a stand alone legislative instrument to determine eligibility called the Defense Trade Cooperation Munitions List (DTCML).  Part 1 mirrors the United States Munitions List (S121.1 ITAR) and the exempted technologies are listed in Part 2.Specified Activities / end-usesThe third requirement is that the transfer must be in support of a Treaty project, program or operation.  There are four scope lists, which are the:	- Combined Operations and Exercises	- Cooperative Programs, and  	- Australian Government End-Use Projects	- US Government End-useSummaryIn summary,  Approved Community members can use the Treaty when the project they are supporting is included on one of the lists and the Defence articles being transferred are eligible.   All of the Treaty scope lists will be reviewed and updated by the Australian and US Governments as new projects are added.   The result is that over time as the Approved Community and scope lists increases, more projects and programs will be able to enjoy the benefits of operating under the Treaty.



Australian Community (AC)

• Organisations that currently, or expect to, require 
access to Treaty eligible defense articles in support 
of eligible end-uses can apply for membership to 
the AC. 

• Organisations that currently access goods or 
technologies controlled under ITAR may already be 
involved in eligible business activities. 

• Joining the AC is a voluntary business decision.
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The Australian Community is made up of Government Agencies and Industry.After a once-off application process, approved members can transfer Treaty Articles within the Approved Community without the need to seek further export or retransfer authorisations.AC members are responsible for ensuring the Articles for transfer are eligible under the Treaty, appropriately marked and will be received by an AC member.



Australian Community Application Process

1. Application to Join the Australian Community
2. Company assessment
3. Foreign Ownership, Control & Influence assessment
4. ICT system accreditation 
5. Facility accreditation
6. US Government approval
7. Membership notice
8. ACID number (Approved Community ID)
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Australian Community Application ProcessThe Australian Community application process is currently being amended to reduce the application processing time.  Applicant submits Application to the Join the Australian Community:	Information required includes 		- Senior Executive Details		- Company Trading History		- Foreign Ownership, Control and Influence (FOCI)		- Facility Details		- Acknowledging ConditionsThe Defence Treaty website contains further information on the application process. Below is summarised assessment process; Company trading history checked by DefenceFOCI assessmentICT system accreditation in consultation with the applicant.Facility accreditation in consultation with the applicant.Once facility and ICT system are accredited, the application is provided to the United States Government for reviewAfter bilateral support is agreed an Australian Community membership notice is issuedThe notice contains an Approved Community ID (ACID) number which is a unique identifier for a Treaty approved facility. For Australian Community members, the ACID is used as the export permit number for all exports under the Treaty.



Using the Treaty
• Confirm Approved Community membership of 

both the supplier and recipient.

• Confirm scope list and article eligibility.

• Use an approved Intermediate Consignee.

• Articles already in Australia can be transitioned 
into the Treaty.

Presenter
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Using the TreatyWhen operating under the Treaty, Australian Community members may export to the US Community using their ACID number as the export authorisation, or transfer to other Australian Community members.    The Australian Community member should:Confirm the US or AU Approved Community member’s status by requesting their ACID number. If required, validity can be confirmed through a request to the US Trade Treaty team. Confirm the export is in support of a project listed as in one of the Treaty scope lists and confirm the goods, technology or service is eligible by consulting the DTCML. An approved Intermediate Consignee must be used for the export/transfer.  A list of approved Intermediate Consignees is available on the Australian and US Treaty websites.US companies are able to export to Australian Community members using the exemption in s126.16 of the ITAR – the Australia-United States Treaty exemption.  Subject to the requirements there, the US Community member should:Confirm the Australian Community member’s status by requesting their ACID number and confirming validity using the TRS ACID lookup tool available through the State Dept. Treaty webpage. Confirm the export is in support of a Treaty project and the article is eligible.  If those requirements are met, the export can be facilitated using the s126.16 exemption instead of seeking an export licence from the State Dept.   As with Australian Community members, an approved Intermediate Consignee must be used for movement of goods.  



Compliance

• Australian Community members, including Defence, 
must comply with Treaty requirements
– Transfer only eligible goods within Approved Community

– Control access

– Storage & Handling

– Recordkeeping

– Annual Compliance Reporting
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Compliance with the TreatyIn exchange for the licence free transfer environment under the Treaty, Approved Community members must maintain appropriate protective controls over Treaty goods and ensure marking, recordkeeping and access arrangements are maintained.AC members are required to complete an annual compliance report. Selected persons within Defence have been appointed as Authorised Officers and have powers under the DTC Act which enable them to undertake activities to confirm AC member compliance with conditions. The Defence Trade Controls Act and Regulations contain further information on compliance requirements.



US Export Control Reform

• Review of the USML has resulted in movement of 
USML items to the ‘600 series’ on the Commerce 
Control List.

• Only goods listed on the USML are eligible for 
transition to Treaty arrangements.

• Expected reduction in the scope of the Treaty 
Exempted Technologies List.
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US ECRAustralia welcomes the reform of US export controls, however there have been some impacts on the scope of the Treaty.Only goods controlled under the USML are Treaty eligible so as categories are reviewed and less sensitive goods move to the CCL, they are no longer eligible for transition under the Treaty but may still require a licence for export.On a positive note, the list of goods and technologies excluded from transfer under the Treaty is currently under review and is also expected to reduce.



FMS

• Goods and technology acquired under FMS may be 
treated as Treaty Articles once delivered to GOA.

• Same rules apply – i.e. only goods listed in USML 
are eligible for transition to Treaty.

• TPR’s will still be required for CCL goods delivered 
under FMS.
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Impact on FMS ProcurementsAll procurements using FMS are deemed Treaty eligible after delivery to the Government of Australia – subject to the goods being not being excluded technology. The same rules apply in relation to eligibility for the Treaty– i.e. only goods listed in USML are eligible for transition to Treaty.All goods delivered under FMS are considered as though they were controlled under the ITAR however since only those goods listed on the USML are Treaty eligible, the Treaty cannot be used for all the 600 series and CCL listed goods which will still require Third Party Retransfer (TPR) request approvals.The US has advised this was an unintended consequence of the ECR and are investigating the possibility of streamlining this process. 



Treaty Myths
• U.S. Export Control Reform will negate Treaty usefulness.

• FALSE: Reforms will not provide the benefits available 
under the Treaty, which is here today.

• Programs with exempted technology cannot use Treaty.
• FALSE:  An authorisation is required only for the 

exempted technology.
• Programs involving entities outside the Approved Community 

cannot use the Treaty.
• FALSE: An authorisation for access by the other entities is 

required.
• An ACID number is required for each project.

• FALSE: One ACID number will cover all Treaty activity at 
an AC member’s facility.
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Treaty MythsMyths about the Treaty have been widely circulated by third parties. Most of these are negative and may dissuade interest in joining the Approved Community or using Treaty arrangements. It is acknowledged that the Treaty will not be the best solution for all companies or projects however for some it will offer attractive benefits by reducing administrative burden associated with ITAR licence requirements and offering the whole Approved Community as approved business associates. Use of the Treaty is a voluntary business decision so it is important that any decisions on whether or not to join the Treaty or use Treaty arrangements are based on available facts and not hearsay or unsupported opinion. Both the US ECR and Treaty are intended to improve existing licence requirements however suggestions have been made that the US ECR will negate Treaty usefulness. ECR will see less sensitive USML goods transition to the CCL however many of these will still require export permission and will not offer the same level of export licence free benefits under Treaty for those goods that remain on the USML. Treaty arrangements can be used for programs that contain ETL as long as the ETL components have appropriate licences in place.Treaty arrangements can also be used when entities outside the Approved Community are involved in a program ~ as long as there are licences in place to allow access/supply to those entities. Recently, feedback was received that an AC member required a separate ACID number for each project or program the member is involved in. Each facility approved in the community is issued an ACID number which will cover all the AC member’s Treaty activity conducted at the facility. 



Other Treaty Comments

• Marking of Treaty Articles is difficult.
• Marking of physical goods required only ‘where 

practicable’. GOA and USG are working to clarify 
the marking requirements.

• Record keeping requirements too onerous.
• Requirements based on good business practice 

and current expectations.

• Exempted Technology List too large.
• ETL will reduce as USML changes occur. ETL 

currently under review by USG and GOA. 
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Other Treaty CommentsOther concerns have been raised about the Treaty such as the marking requirement is too difficult, record keeping requirements are onerous, and the exempted technology list is too large. The Treaty requires that articles be marked to identify them however if the goods are, for example, too small, sensitive or fragile then the marking should be on accompanying documentation such as invoices, bills of lading or consignment notes. Marking of a physical article should only occur where practicable. It is not expected that, for instance, every nut/bolt in a box, every cable in a box of assorted cables or a circuit board would be physically marked. Common sense should prevail over whether to mark an article or the accompanying documentation.The record keeping requirements have been described as too onerous however the requirements have been based on examples of accepted good business practice and current requirements for ITAR controlled goods. The difference being that under the Treaty they are spelt out. If companies are not already maintaining records as required for Treaty they may not be meeting current requirements either.All of the scope lists, including the ETL, are living documents. That is, they may be amended from time to time depending on USG and GOA requirements. Just as the list of approved GOA end-use projects has recently grown, the ETL is expected to reduce as ECR affects the USML. The ETL is also under review by US and AU Treaty coordinators to better clarify some of the exclusions which are unintentionally broad.   Program and project areas not listed on any of the scope lists, but interested in participating under Treaty arrangements, should contact the US Trade Treaty team to have their activity considered for addition to the lists.  



Treaty Progress

• Steady growth in number of Australian Community 
members and approved Intermediate Consignees.

• Consulting Defence and industry to identify 
additional suitable projects for Treaty use.

• Encouraging use of the Treaty by Government and 
industry.

• Combined outreach activities to support scheduled 
Treaty Management Board meetings.

• First successful use in March 2014
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Treaty ProgressSince commencement, Defence has received over 30 applications from Australian industry, the majority being from small to medium enterprises. Defence expects more companies to apply in anticipation of future Treaty project opportunities and as other companies begin to utilise the arrangements.  21 Freight forwarders and transport companies have been approved as Intermediate Consignees with the list of approved Intermediate Consignees regularly updated.Australian Government is an AC member – which includes all Defence facilities.The first successful transfer from the US to Australia using Treaty arrangements occurred in March 2014Scope ListsDefence is engaged with US to ensure utility of the Treaty remains attractive, noting the ECR process will not provide equivalent levels of access.We are seeking to expand the scope lists and reduce the number of goods listed on the exempted technology list.The GOA end-use list has recently been expanded from around 80 approved projects to over 150. The updated list available on the website.Individual projects are being considered for addition as identified.It is expected that further applications will be received from industry in anticipation of future Treaty project opportunities.Encouraging useDefence is assisting those areas (in Defence) who are keen to utilise Treaty arrangements for their trade activities.We are also supporting industry to utilise the Treaty through targeted outreach activities and one-on-one discussions with individual companies.Bilateral Treaty ManagementAustralia and US Treaty counterparts meet every 6 months or so at the Treaty Management Board (TMB) to discuss Treaty implementation and operational issues and explore opportunities for improvement. The last TMB was in Canberra in Feb. 2014, where agreement was reached on expanding the GOA scope lists and a review of procedures post entry into force was agreed. The next TMB is scheduled for October 2014 in Washington DC and will coincide with an outreach activity to be hosted by the SIA.



Contact

US Trade Treaty team

Phone: 1800 00 57 57 
(+61 2 6265 7111 outside Australia)

Fax: +61 2 6265 6313 

Email: 
ustradetreaty@defence.gov.au

Website: 
www.defence.gov.au/ustradetreaty
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ContactPlease direct any queries to the US Trade Treaty team on 1800 00 57 57 (+61 2 6265 7111) or via email.The website contains a large number of useful reference documents on the Resources tab such as the scope lists, application forms, the list of Intermediate Consignees, guidance documents such as the Australian Community Manual, information flyers and links to related websites.

mailto:ustradetreaty@defence.gov.au
http://www.defence.gov.au/ustradetreaty
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